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NEW CEILING LIGHTS

CL0241.BR
STEPNEY PENDANT LIGHT

Defined by its inverted tulip shaped glass, this pendant light 
is suspended from a fixed rod. Shown here in a bronze finish 

and also available in brass.

CL0299.BK
HACKNEY PENDANT LIGHT

Inspired by designs from the 20th Century, this hanging 
shade has opaline glass and a black painted finish.

CL0312.BR
PETWORTH LANTERN, LARGE

Adding to the Petworth collection, is this new larger version with 
three lights fixed at different heights to give maximum wattage.

Shown here in brass and also available in bronze or nickel.



CL0227.BR
CARISBROOKE LANTERN

With sculpted leaves interspersed on a textured frame, this very large 
lantern has four lights and shown with 5”drum lampshades in lily linen.



CL0253.BZ
SALTON GLOBE LANTERN

Inspired by a 19th Century antique, this globe ceiling light 
has three lights and a bronze finish.

CL0291.BR
SOUTHWELL LANTERN

This small, elegant lantern has a circular, brass frame 
with curved legs and a coronet in bronze.



NEW TABLE LAMPS

TC0113 
COBRIDGE 

TABLE LAMP
With overlaid vertical stripes, this ceramic 

table lamp has a white satin glaze. 
Shown with 17” Warwick drum lampshade 

in lily linen.

TC0119 
TOULON 

TABLE LAMP
Reminiscent of stones in a river, this 
ceramic table lamp has a undulating 

design and hand-painted glaze. 
Shown with a 16” Warwick drum 

lampshade in lily linen.

TC0120 
LOCKTON 

TABLE LAMP
Contemporary in style, this ceramic vase 
has applied rectangular shapes in relief 

with a white satin glaze. Shown with a 18” 
Warwick drum lampshade in lily linen.



TC0114 
LONGTON FACETED 

TABLE LAMP 
Defined by its faceted shape, this ceramic 

table lamp has a sculptural feel and a 
white satin glaze. Shown above with a 16” 

Warwick drum lampshade in silver silk.

TC0118 
HANFORD BLUE 

TABLE LAMP
Defined by its pear shape, this ceramic 

table lamp has a blue hand-painted glaze 
reminiscent of night skies. Shown with a 
17” Warwick drum lampshade in lily linen.
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